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Biology Laboratory in Heidelberg are well analyzed and DNA for the People?
appreciated.
It is gratifying to see that the essential contributions
The Double-Edged Helix: Social Implicationsof Mike Fuller in managing the structure and flow of
of Genetics in a Diverse Societyinformation through stores, of Leslie Barnett in running
Edited by J.S. Alper, C. Ard, A. Asch, P. Conrad,the phage project, and of Gisela Perutz in nurturing the
L.N. Geller, and J. Beckwithcanteen are acknowledged. This introduces a deeper
Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins Universityissue, one exceedingly difficult to document or analyze:
Press (2002).the culture of science. Obviously, one needs talented
293 pp. $49.95.and committed scientists, which Cambridge possessed
and attracted in abundance. Although science, not un-
In 1900 Mendel’s work was rediscovered. Only a fewlike creative art, is fundamentally an individual activity,
years later experts believed that it was proven that hu-the interactions of scientists can be either highly syner-
man behavior is largely determined by genes. Mendeliangistic or negative. The academic politics of Cambridge
inheritance was believed to be shown for schizophrenia,
remain Byzantine and the principals certainly had their
manic depression, and intelligence. The experts claimed
idiosyncrasies; nonetheless, they honored high intellec-
that those with low intelligence had many more children
tual and professional standards. The LMB, once referred than those with high intelligence. They proposed that
to simply as the MRC, was a wonderful place to work this would lead to the cultural breakdown of the Western
and brought out the best in people. To some extent this World. As responsible scientists, they tried to convince
may reflect the chance statistics of small numbers and politicians that legal action was necessary to prohibit
to some extent the personalities of Bragg, Perutz, Ken- this coming disaster. They were successful. Thus immi-
drew, Crick, and their successors. De Chadarevian cer- grants were screened for intelligence in the United
tainly acknowledges the importance for research of this States. Laws were made in many states of the US, in the
positive atmosphere, as well as the continuing support Scandinavian countries, and in Germany which allowed
of the Medical Research Council. Future historians and sterilization of the unfit, including against their will. In
sociologists of science might seek deeper analyses of Germany, human geneticists and the Nazis formed a
this most important and elusive of topics. coalition. The Nazis supported the sterilization law and
Names matter. They affect public image, funding, and the geneticists supported the racist anti-Semitic mea-
infrastructure. They affect scientists’ self images and sures. Thus, the German geneticists became involved
political interactions. De Chadarevian nicely summa- in genocide. After 1945, all this broke down and human
rizes the implications of biophysics, molecular biology, geneticists took much more cautious positions.
and molecular genetics for both the people doing sci- In 1953, the structure of DNA was discovered by Wat-
ence and for a spectrum of benefactors, including the son and Crick. Today a large part of the human genome
Rockefeller Foundation and the Medical Research has been sequenced and analyzed. Inheritance of hu-
man behavior is again a hot topic. And so are geneticCouncil. After seventy years, biophysics as a discipline
diseases. The authors of the book ask the question whatstill has journals, societies, and funding and is still
are the implications of genetics in a diverse society likeblessed, or plagued, as being a catch-all for any physical
the United States.technique or concept applied to a biological question.
In the first chapter, Joseph S. Alper presents a compe-To a great extent the contents of the Journal of Molecu-
tent view of the present genetics of human disease andlar Biology initially defined its namesake. As the author
behavior. Only a very few diseases are due to mutationsemphasizes, even by 1950 there were two distinct con-
in a single gene, most are multigenic. In particular, al-cepts and approaches: that of structural biology, as
most all behavioral traits are multigenic. Then Jon Beck-epitomized by the research on hemoglobin and the 1951
with writes about genetics in society and society in ge-model of the  helix, and that of information, the exten-
netics. He recalls that traditionally human geneticistssion of genetics from Drosophila and maize to bac-
like Thomas Morgan have been reluctant to discussteriophage as reflected by the studies of Delbru¨ck and
questionable human genetics, i.e., eugenics, in public.colleagues at Cal Tech and Cold Spring Harbor Labora-
Beckwith is the only author of this book who looks out-tories. The LMB successfully realized the complemen-
side the US. He points out that genetic determinism istarity of these two approaches; although obviously de-
much less popular in France than it is in the States. Heresirable and successful in retrospect, not all labs in
he quotes, a real cosmopolitan, articles which appearedEurope or the US followed a similar model. Today, one
in French in Le Monde and in L’Humanite´.
still senses the tension between structural biology, mo-
How is genetics presented in the news? Peter Conrad
lecular genetics, and more recently cell biology. If there shows that the isolation of a gene is often announced
be any moral to this story, it is the importance of ex- on page 1. However the disappearance of a postulated
tracting creative synergy from these tensions. gene, for example, of the Amish manic depression gene,
or of the gay gene is only briefly noted, if at all. The
growth and action of advocacy groups of the genetically
Robert H. Kretsinger afflicted is described in the chapter of Alan Stockdale
Department of Biology and Sharon Terry, and in the chapter of Diane Beeson
University of Virginia and Troy Duster. The Cystic Fibrosis (CF) and Sickle
Cell Disease (SCD) people differ in their reactions toCharlottesville, Virginia 22903
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prenatal diagnosis. The CF people are much more posi- March 2003 is oversubscribed in registration. In the
emerging post-genomic era, the recognition that com-tive about this than the SCD people. One understands
putational methodologies will play a critical role in sys-this when one learns that the income of the (white) CF
tems biology is widespread. Cell biologists have realizedpeople is about five times higher than the income of the
the impracticality of trying to successfully predict cell(black) SCD people. The grandchildren of the slaves are
behavior arising from complex molecular mechanismsstill badly paid and they remember racism. These two
using only pure intuition. Accordingly, the cell biologychapters are most revealing and should be widely read.
community is now seeking a suitable avenue for en-Joseph Alper and Jon Beckwith discuss then the present
abling them to add computational tools to their cell biol-state of differences in race and ethnicity. Today no rele-
ogy research kits. One route may be undertaking formalvant differences are found, but what is going to happen
academic courses, which remain sparse, while anothertomorrow? Are the scientists prepared?
is finding helpful texts whether in formal curricula or not.There is a chapter by Adrienne Asch who argues
The late Joel Keizer of the University of California atagainst prenatal testing and abortion and a chapter by
Davis began preparing such a text, but sadly its comple-Susan Markens on the woman’s role in these matters.
tion was interrupted by his untimely death in 1999. Fortu-Both chapters are marginal to this collection. There is
nately, a cadre of Joel’s friends in the computationalno discussion of PID.
biology field have finished the task, with the productThere are also two chapters on the hypothetical gay
being this excellent volume of 13 Chapters (plus 3 tuto-gene. The gay community of the US seems to have
rial Appendices) by a total of 17 authors, all of whom arewelcomed this hypothetical gene. This seems bizarre.
recognized authorities in their respective areas. EachOne would like to know the reaction of gays in other
chapter is essentially self-contained, although care hascountries. The last two chapters are by Adrien Ard and
been taken to ensure a relatively even and admirableDeborah Zucker on the commercialization of genetic
degree of depth, detail, and style. Most chapters aretechnologies and about current developments in genetic
devoted to explicating construction and analysis of spe-discrimination. The good news is that appropriate legis-
cific biological topics, including cell membrane ionlation seems to have stopped genetic discrimination in
channels, transporters and pumps, intracellular calciumthe United States. A few cases are still reported, but the
kinetics, metabolic enzyme networks, molecular motors,development seems positive.
and cell cycle control. Dispersed among these are aAnd now the bottom line: for whom is this book? I
smaller number of chapters aimed at explaining funda-think it is for all those who work with DNA. They will
mental modeling methods based on differential equa-get a broader view of the real and possible problems
tions: ordinary differential equations (only one indepen-connected with DNA if they read this book. They should
dent variable, usually time) and partial differentialspend a weekend with it.
equations (multiple independent variables, typically time
and one or more spatial dimension) in both deterministic
Benno Mu¨ller-Hill and stochastic forms. Deterministic models yield the
average behavior of a number of individual cells,Institute of Genetics
whereas stochastic models yield diverse realizations ofCologne University
many possible individual cells. Instruction in the compu-Weyertal 121
tational software XPPAUT, not too dissimilar from theD-50931 Ko¨ln
more familiar MATLAB software, is also explicitly pro-Germany
vided in a helpful manner. Interested potential readers
should be warned, however, that the mathematical treat-
ment is nontrivial, and the writing by-and-large is quiteModeling Cells Adds Up
dense, so it will not be generally smooth treading without
some previous background in matrix algebra and differ-
Computational Cell Biology ential equations. There is no question that the content
Edited by C.P. Fall, E.S. Marland, J.M. Wagner, will be most easily accessible to students from an engi-
neering, physics, or applied mathematics background.and J.J. Tyson
At the same time, the biological content is given lessNew York: Springer (2002).
emphasis, so that such students will want some supple-468 pp. $59.95
mentary material to further describe the fascinating
Lately, the words “computation” and “cell biology” have complexity of cellular processes that motivates the need
begun to appear noticeably together in public, after a for computational analysis.
decade or more of discreet liaison. The 30th Annual Stet- This brings us to some discussion of the nature of the
ten Memorial Symposium at the National Institute of biological content itself. The scientific topics described
General Medical Sciences in October 2002 proudly fea- in these chapters represent very interesting problems
tured the topic “Computational Cell Biology” to a capac- that have been most broadly and intensely subject to
ity audience at NIH. At the December 2002 American productive computational modeling study over the past
Society for Cell Biology meeting, a session entitled decade or so, and are thematically connected primarily
“Computational Approaches in Cell Biology” attracted by a common modeling perspective. In particular, all
throngs of attendees frustrated by an inability to even the topics are considered in terms of direct physico-
enter a packed lecture hall. More recently still, the 2nd chemical mechanisms, are modeled in terms of differen-
tial equations, and deal with dynamics of molecular pro-Annual Conference on Computational Cell Biology in
